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ABSTRACT
Visual phrase captures extra spatial clues among single visual word-
s, thus shows better discriminative power than single visual word
in image retrieval. Not withstanding their success, existing visual
phrases still show obvious shortcomings: 1) limited flexibility,i.e.,
visual phrases are considered for matching only if they contain the
same number of visual words; 2) larger quantization error and low
repeatability,i.e., quantization errors in visual words are aggregat-
ed in visual phrases, making them harder to be matched than single
visual words. To avoid these issues, we proposemulti-order visu-
al phrase which contains two complementary clues:center visual
word quantized from the local descriptor of each image keypoint
and thevisual and spatial clues of multiple nearby keypoints. Two
multi-order visual phrases are flexibly matched by first comparing
their center visual words, then estimating a match confidence by
checking the spatial and visual consistency of their neighbor key-
points. Therefore, multi-order visual phrase does not scarify the
repeatability of single visual word and is more robust to quantiza-
tion error than existing visual phrases. We test multi-order visual
phrase on UKbench, Oxford5K, and 1 million distractor images
collected from Flickr. Comparisons with recent retrieval approach-
es clearly demonstrate the competitive accuracy and significantly
better efficiency of multi-order visual phrase.
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1. INTRODUCTION
By representing the local descriptors like SIFT [5] as their near-

est visual words in a pre-trained visual vocabulary, images could be
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Figure 1: An example of matched multi-order visual phras-
es between two images. red: 1-order match, green: 2-order
match, blue: 3-order match, white: 4-order match. Higher
order means more similar spatial and visual clues of neighbor
keypoints, hence corresponds to larger confidence of correct-
ness.

represented as Bag-of-visual Words (BoWs) models. The compact
BoWs model allows for fast local descriptors matching [9]. Mean-
while, with information retrieval approaches like inverted file in-
dexes, BoWs model is also well suited to large-scale image search
task [5]. However, in lots of works [2, 3, 6, 13, 15] traditional
BoWs model shows limited discriminative power. As discussed in
these works [2, 3, 6, 13, 15], the poor performance of BoWs model
is mainly due to two reasons: 1) representing a high dimensional
local descriptor with a single visual word results in large quantiza-
tion error, and 2) single visual word could not model and preserve
the spatial clues among image keypoints, which have been proven
important in image matching [9, 13, 15].

To overcome these two issues, there are mainly two lines of re-
search: 1) decrease the quantization error by softly quantizing each
local descriptor into multiple visual words [7, 12] or embedding the
quantization loss [2] in image index file, and 2) capture more spa-
tial clues in image retrieval by verifying the matched visual words
[9, 16, 1] or embedding spatial configurations directly into visual
word combinations and visual phrases [13, 15, 11] which produce
fewer false matches. These approaches have shown substantial im-
provements over the baseline BoWs model. However, few of them
jointly take these two issues into consideration,i.e., capture more
spatial clues without magnifying the quantization error.

Compared with the first line of research, visual phrases preserve
extra spatial information by involving multiple visual words, thus
generally present more advantages in large-scale image retrieval [2,
16, 15]. For example, Descriptive Visual Phrase (DVP) is generated
in [14] by grouping and selecting two nearby visual words. Simi-
larly, visual phrases proposed in [15] are extracted by discovering
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multiple spatially stable visual words.
Not withstanding the success of existing visual phrases, they stil-

l show obvious issues. Currently, each visual phrase is commonly
treated as a whole cell and two of them are matched only if they
contain identical single visual words [14, 15]. Firstly, this mean-
s only visual phrases containing the same number of visual words
could be considered for matching. Therefore, two visual phras-
es are regarded as unrelated, even if they contain partially similar
visual and spatial clues. Secondly, because of quantization error,
visually similar descriptors might be quantized into different visual
words. Such quantization error would be aggregated in visual word
combinations, and make visual phrase matching more difficult to
occur. Thus, current visual phrases are obviously limited in flexil-
ity and repeatability. Due to these issues, they are commonly used
as auxiliary features, rather than novel alternatives to single visual
words in large-scale image search [15, 14].

Toovercome these issues, we extract themulti-order visual phrase
from each image keypoint by 1) quantizing the local descriptor at
the image keypoint intocenter visual word, and 2) quantizing and
recording thespatial and visual clues of multiple neighbor key-
points. To achieve flexible matching and avoid aggregating quanti-
zation error, we match two multi-order visual phrases by 1) firstly
matching their center visual words, 2) then checking the number
their neighbor keypoints showing similar visual and spatial clues,
i.e., the number of matched neighbor keypoints. If two of their
neighbor keypoints are matched, we call this match as a 2-order
match. Similarly there are 3-order and 4-order matches. A typical
example of matched multi-order visual phrases is illustrated in Fig.
1. Higher order match corresponds to more similar spatial config-
urations, thus reasonably reflects higher confidence of correctness.
Note that, the worst case of multi-order visual phrase matching is
the 0-order match. This case only considers the center visual word-
s, thus equals to matching the baseline visual words. Therefore,
multi-order visual phrase does not scarify the repeatability and per-
formance of single visual word. Additionally because high order
matches are estimated, the discriminative power of multi-order vi-
sual phrase is significantly improved.

To further make multi-order visual phrase repeatable and robust,
we quantize the center visual word with a large visual codebook,
i.e., like the ones used in traditional BoWs model [5]. For the
visual and spatial clues of neighbor keypoints, we quantize them
with small codebooks. Smaller codebook size not only decreases
the quantization error but also makes the quantized neighbor visual
and spatial clues more compact to store and faster for compari-
son. During online retrieval, multi-order visual phrases in query
and database images are matched in cascade way by 1) compar-
ing the center visual words, 2) checking the neighbor visual clues,
and 3) checking the neighbor spatial clues. Note that each step
simply compares the quantized features and could discard a large
portion of false matches. Therefore, multi-order visual phrase also
performs efficiently in large-scale image retrieval tasks.

Existing approaches improve the BoWs model either by compen-
sating the quantization error or capturing extra spatial clues among
visual words. Few of them consider and study these two issues
jointly. For instance, existing visual phrases capture extra spatial
clues but significantly magnify the quantization error. Therefore,
they are commonly used as auxiliary features. Differently, multi-
order visual phrase is a novel alternative to visual word and can be
flexibly matched. It shows obvious advantages over existing visual
phrases in the aspects of flexibility and repeatability. Our extensive
experiments and comparisons with state-of-the-arts clearly verify
the advantages of multi-order visual phrase.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents the extraction of MVP. Section 3 discusses the indexing
and retrieval algorithms. Section 4 analyzes experimental results,
followed by the conclusions in Section 5. In the following section,
we also call multi-order visual phrase asMV P for short.

2. MULTI-ORDER VISUAL PHRASE
Before MVP extraction, we first detect image keypoints with

Difference-of-Gaussian (DoG) detector, and extract a SIFT descrip-
tor from each of them [4]. From each keypoint, we capture four
aspects of clues [4], i.e., the 128 dimensional SIFT descriptorf ∈
R128, the location of the keypoint(x, y), the scale of the keypoint
s, and the orientation of the keypointθ. We hence denote a key-
pointk in imageI as,

{fk, (xk, yk), sk, θk}k∈SI
, (1)

whereSI is the collection of keypoints in imageI .
We extract a MVP from each keypoint with two steps: 1) center

visual word extraction, 2) neighbor keypoint extraction and neigh-
bor visual and spatial clues extraction. Each MVP thus contains
three aspects of clues,i.e., the center visual word, the visual and
spatial clues of neighbor keypoints. We define a MVP extracted at
keypointk, i.e., Pk as,

Pk = {wk, {vn, sn}|
N

n=1}, (2)

wheren is one of the neighbor keypoints ofk, N is the total num-
ber of neighbor keypoints considered in MVP computation,wk, vn,
andsn are the center visual word, visual and spatial clues of neigh-
bor keypoints, respectively. We proceed to introduce the extraction
of these clues in the following sections.

2.1 Center Visual Word Extraction
We quantize the SIFT descriptor extracted at each keypoint into

visual word with a pre-trained visual vocabulary tree. A visual vo-
cabulary treeT is obtained by hierarchical K-means clustering of
local descriptors (extracted from aseparate dataset), with a branch
factorB and depthL. This treeT typically is deep and contains
millions of leaf nodes,e.g., B = 10 andL = 6, in order to achieve
fast quantization and high distinctiveness [5].

For a descriptorfk extracted at keypointk, we quantize it along
T to the corresponding leaf nodes,i.e., theL-th level, as,

T (L, fk) = wk, (3)

whereL denotes the maximum level of the vocabulary tree, and
wk is the visual word quantized fromfk in theL-th level of the
vocabulary tree.

We take thewk as the center visual word for keypointk in Eq.
(2). It is easy to infer that the generation of center visual word is
identical with the generation of traditional visual word in [5]. In the
following section, we introduce how we capture neighbor keypoints
and extract spatial and visual clues from them.

2.2 Neighbor Feature Extraction
Besides center visual word, we further extract the neighbor spa-

tial and visual clues from each keypoint. Because correct matches
show similar neighbor spatial and visual configurations [9, 16, 11,
1], we could compare the neighbor spatial and visual clues of two
MVPs to check if they are correctly matched.

As shown in Fig.2, for a keypointk, we consider its neighbor
region to extract neighbor keypoints. To achieve scale invariance,
we compute the radius of the region based on the scale ofk, i.e.,

rk = β × sk, (4)
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Figure 2: Illustration of the neighbor spatial and visual clues
extraction.

where parameterβ controls the size of the region. Largerβ in-
volves more keypoints and captures richer spatial information. How-
ever, too largeβ means large search space and degrades the ef-
ficiency. We setβ as 12, which produces a good tradeoff in our
experiments.

Within the neighbor region ofk, we select at mostN keypoints
with closest scales tosk for spatial and visual clues extraction.
DoG keypoints with similar scales commonly locate on the nearby
scale spaces and show similar responses [4]. Therefore, the rela-
tionships between them could be more stable. For each selected
keypointn, we extract its visual featurevn and two aspects of spa-
tial features,i.e.,

sn=
{

ori(k,n), dis(k,n)

}

, (5)

whereori(k,n) anddis(k,n) are the orientation and distance rela-
tionships between keypointsk andn.

To compute the visual featurevn of neighbor keypointn, we
also quantize its SIFT descriptorfn into visual words with visual
vocabularyT . Different from the center visual word,vn is gen-
erated with a smaller codebook to decrease the quantization error.
Specifically, we quantizefn with

T (l, fn) = vn, l ≤ L. (6)

According to Eq. (6), we quantizefn alongT to thel-th level of
the vocabulary tree, which containsBl visual words. Thel-th level
produces fewer division hyper planes in feature space than theL-th
level. Therefore, fewer feature points would be close to the divi-
sion planes in Eq. (6), i.e., l-th level produces smaller quantization
error than theL-th level. Also, Eq. (3) naturally computes Eq. (6)
because it has to go through thel-the level. Thus, we do not need to
quantize each descriptor for two times and no extra computational
overhead is introduced in feature quantization.

Forori(k,n) computation, we quantize the orientation difference
betweenk andn intom intervals,i.e.,

ori(k,n) = θ(k, n)mod(
2π

m
), (7)

whereθ(k, n) is the difference of orientation betweenk andn (Fig.
2) within [0, 2π). dis(k,n) reflects the distance betweenk andn. It
is computed as,

dis(k,n) =
√

(xk − xn)2 + (yk − yn)2 mod (
rp

m
), (8)

wheredis(k,n) is the distance betweenk andn (Fig. 2).
Different from the existing visual phrases, which each of them is

treated as a whole cell for matching and indexing, two MVPs are
matched by firstly matching their center visual words, and then ver-
ifying their neighbor spatial and visual clues. For two MVPs with
identical center visual words, ifc of their neighbor keypoints show
similar spatial and visual features, we call this match as ac-order
match. Obviously, higher order match needs to satisfy more strict
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Figure 3: Illustration of the index structure based on MVP.

spatial constraint, making it more difficult to occur. Therefore, it is
not necessary to setN in Eq. (2) as large values, which also con-
sume more memory and storage space. We setN as 4, which at
most produces 4-order matches.

After MVP extraction, we build inverted indexes according to
the center visual word, and record the spatial and visual clues in
the index file for online verification (will be discussed in detail in
Sec. 3). To generate compact index file, the recorded neighbor
visual and spatial clues should be as compact as possible. We set
parameterm in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) as 16. Therefore,ori(k,n)

anddis(k,n) could be preserved by 4 bits, respectively. As for the
vocabulary treeT , we setB = 16, L = 5, which produces about 1
million leaf nodes. Forvn, we setl in Eq. (6) as 2, corresponding
to 256 visual words. Therefore, the value ofvn could be preserved
by 8 bits. For each neighbor keypoint, we only need8+4+4 = 16
bits to preserve its spatial and visual clues.

3. INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL
After extracting a collect of MVPs{Pk}k∈SD

from a database
imageD, we indexD in inverted indexes illustrated in Fig.3.
Specifically, for a MVPPk = {wk, {vn, sn}|

N

n=1}, we record the
ID of D and its neighbor spatial and visual clues,i.e., {vn, sn}|

N

n=1,
in the inverted index corresponding to its center visual wordwk.
This is slightly different from the traditional approach, which record-
s the image ID and the TF (Term Frequency) of visual word in in-
verted index [5]. More details about inverted file indexing and TF-
IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) weighting in
image similarity computation could be found in [5].

Based on the inverted indexes of center visual words, we pro-
pose our retrieval strategy. We also use IDF to weight the image
similarity computation as in [5]. Instead of using TF, we use match
order computed by spatial verification to measure the importance
of matched MVPs to image similarity,i.e., high order matches be-
tween queryQ and a database imageD are more important for im-
age similarity computation. Accordingly, image similarity is com-
puted as:

sim(Q,D) =
∑

wa=wb

idf(wb)× (1 + α)order(Pa,Pb)

a ∈ SQ, b ∈ SD,
(9)

wherea andb are two keypoints inQ andD, whose center visual
words are identical, andorder(Pa, Pb) returns the match order of
a andb computed by spatial verification.α controls the importance
of high order matches in image similarity computation. It will be
discussed in experiments.

Supposei andj are the neighbor keypoints inPa andPb, respec-
tively, we compute the match order of the two MVPs as,

order(Pa, Pb) =

∑

i,j=1:N

1(vi = vj)×O(Pa, Pb, i, j)

×D(Pa, Pb, i, j)
(10)

where1(·) is the indicator function, it equals to 1 if the quantized
visual clues,i.e., vi andvj are identical, and equals to 0, otherwise.
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Figure 4: The influence ofα and comparison between MVP
and baseline BoWs model.

O(·) andD(·) verify the similarities of orientation and distance re-
lationships. We compute them as,

O(Pa, Pb, i, j) =

{

1, if :
∣

∣ori(a,i) − ori(b,j)
∣

∣

m

2

6 µ

0, otherwise
, (11)

D(Pa, Pb, i, j) =

{

1, if :
∣

∣dis(a,i) − dis(b,j)
∣

∣ 6 σ
0, otherwise

, (12)

where the parametersµ andσ control the strictness of the spatial
verification. Note that in Eq. (11), |·|m

2

normalizes the orientation

relationship difference within [0,m
2

].
Since we setN as 4, betweenPa andPb, at most 4 of their

neighbors could pass the verification in Eq. (10). Because high
order matches are difficult to occur, we avoid setting strictµ and
σ to assure the recall rate of high order matches. We experimen-
tally setµ andσ as 2 and 4, respectively, which produce reliable
matching results. To verify the neighbor keypoints of two MVPs,
we at most conduct4 × 4 = 16 times of verification. However,
this rarely occurs because1(vi = vj) could filter a large portion
of false matches. Besides that, spatial verifications in Eq. (11) and
Eq. (12) also discard false matches in cascade way and are very
easy to compute. Hence, Eq. (10) could be computed efficiently.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate the proposed method in three retrieval tasks,i.e.,

object search, landmark search, and large-scale image search. We
use the UKbench [5] dataset, which contains 2,550 objects under
4 different viewpoints for object search. For landmark search, we
use the Oxford5K dataset which contains 5,063 annotated landmark
images. As for the large-scale similar image search, we mix the two
datasets with 1 million images collected fromFlickr and conduct
the retrieval with the original queries in the 2 datasets. We adopt
the metrics in the original papers of the 2 datasets to evaluate the
retrieval performance: the recall rate for the top-4 candidates (re-
ferred as the N-S score) for the UKbench, and the mAP (mean Av-
erage Precision) for the Oxford5K. All experiments are conducted
on a PC with a 4-core 3.4GHz processor and 16GB memory.

4.2 Image Search
In this experiment, we implement the BoWs model based re-

trieval method as the baseline and compare MVP with state-of-the-
art retrieval approaches. To generate BoWs model, a vocabulary
tree is trained by hierarchically clustering about 50 million SIFT
descriptors extracted from an independent datasets [5]. By setting
branch number as 16 and layer number as 5, we finally get about 1
million visual words. We also generate MVPs based on this visual
vocabulary (refer to Sec.2.1and Sec.2.2).
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Figure 5: The retrieval performance of different orders of
matches.

Figure 6: Examples of matched MVPs between query and
database images.

Our retrieval approach is related to one parameters in Eq. (9),
i.e.,α which controls the influence of high order matches. It is easy
to infer that largerα puts larger weight to higher order matches.
In the followings, we first make comparison with baseline BoWs
model and test the influence of parameterα. Then, we compare
MVPs with state-of-the-arts.

The influence of different values ofα and the comparison be-
tween MVP and baseline BoWs model are illustrated in Fig.4. It
can be observed that a properα significantly improves the retrieval
performance on both the two datasets. High order matches satisfy
more strict spatial constraints, hence would be more accurate than
the low order matches. Hence it is reasonable to emphasize high
order matches in image similarity computation. However, overem-
phasizing the high-order matches by setting a too largeα also de-
grades the performance. This might be because high order match-
es are more difficult to occur than the lower order ones due to the
more strict matching constraint. Therefore, they are sparse and can-
not perform well alone. We observe that settingα as 0.4 achieves
the best performance on both the two datasets. We hence setα as
0.4 for the large-scale image retrieval experiment in Sec.4.3. Ex-
amples of matched MVPs between query and database images are
illustrated in Fig.6

To show the validity of MVP, we further compare and show the
individual retrieval performance of different orders of matches in
Fig. 5. It is easy to observe that, the 0-order match performs worse
than the 1-order match and 2-order match. This validates that lots
of false matches are recognized by MVP as 0-order matches. It is
also can be observed that the 1-order match outperforms the base-
line BoWs model, even when it is used in retrieval as the single
feature. In addition, the 4-order matches show the worst perfor-
mance. This is reasonable, because high order matches produces
high accuracy but low recall rate. This experiment clearly show
that flexible matching which allows different match orders is im-
portant for visual phrase feature. Fig.5 also validates why setting
too largerα degrades the retrieval performance.

The comparison between MVP with recent retrieval methods
(without re-ranking) are shown in Table.1. The comparison demon-
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Methods MVP [6] [3] [15] [13] [8]

UKbench, N-S Score 3.44 3.45 3.42 3.26 3.23 3.52
Oxford5K, mAP(%) 70.29 64.5 61.5 71.3 64.21 75.2

Table 1: Retrieval performance comparison with state-of-the-
arts.

Dataset UKbench (N-S) Oxford5K (mAP)
Methods baseline MVP baseline MVP

Performance 2.59 3.13 49.31 62.12
Time (ms) 211.5 221.8 233.9 251.8
Index Size (MB) 3831.3 5932.5 3828.9 5929.3

Table 2: The experimental result of large-scale image search on
UKbench and Oxford5K plus 1 million Flickr images.

strates that our approach shows competitive performance. Note
that, the extraction of MVPs does not introduce noticeable com-
putation (refer to Sec.2.1 and Sec.2.2). The online retrieval also
could be finished efficiently by verifying the neighbor keypoints in
cascade way,i.e., each step rejects a large portion of false matches.
Therefore, MVP shows similar efficiency with the BoWs model,
and thus would be more efficient than some of the state-of-the-arts,
which either need to fuse the retrieval results of multiple features
[10], or need complicated spatial clue computation [13] and online
spatial verification [15]. Detailed comparison of retrieval efficiency
will be made in the large-scale retrieval task.

4.3 Large-scale Image Search
In large-scale retrieval task, we use 1 millionFlickr images as

distractors and conduct the retrieval with the original queries in
UKbench and Oxford5K. We make comparison with the BoWs
model in the aspects of retrieval accuracy, efficiency, and memo-
ry consumption. Experimental results are summarized in Table.2.

In Table. 2, MVP shows significantly better performance than
BoWs model on both the two datasets. This is consistent with our
observations in Sec.4.2. We also observe that although MVP con-
siders multiple neighbor keypoints and needs online verification in
image similarity computation, it shows similar retrieval efficiency
with the BoWs model. This proves the high efficiency of MVP
extraction and neighbor keypoint verification.

In our setting, for each MVP, we record 64 bits of neighbor spa-
tial visual and spatial clues. This is larger than the 32 bit TF (Term
Frequency) for each visual word stored in classic inverted file in-
dexes [5]. Therefore, MVP consumes more memory in retrieval.
However, MVPs still outperforms several recent approaches like
Hamming Embedding [2], Bundled Feature [11], etc., in the aspect
of memory consumption. Moreover, for applications in memory
sensitive environment, we can flexibly setN as 2 or 1, which stil-
l capture more spatial clues and correspond to the same or even
better memory performance than the baseline BoWs model.

Generally, from this large-scale experiment, we could conclude
that the MVP shows significantly better accuracy than baseline BoWs
model with similar efficiency. Moreover, the memory consumption
of MVP could be flexibly controlled and adjusted for different ap-
plications.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose multi-order visual phrase to conquer

the issues in existing visual phrases,i.e., low flexibility and low
repeatability. MVP is extracted from each image keypoint by 1)
quantizing the local descriptor at each keypoint into center visu-
al word, and 2) recording the spatial and visual clues of multiple
neighbor keypoints. With center visual words, MVPs are indexed

with inverted indexes which also record the neighbor spatial and vi-
sual clues for online verification. During online retrieval, we match
two MVPs flexibly by 1) firstly matching their center visual words,
and 2) then verifying the neighbor spatial and visual clues to esti-
mate the matching correctness. Hence, MVP differs from existing
visual phrases in that it allows more flexible matching and is more
robust to quantization error. Comparisons with BoWs model and
recent retrieval approaches manifest the competitive accuracy and
high efficiency of MVP.
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